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In these dispiriting days, as the winds of political combat blow strong and
cold, one’s ardor to educate the young, engage with our peers, and make
scholarship relevant can easily end in despair. Learning how others have
weathered storms of controversy and conflict, however, might revive one’s
spirits. This is especially true if these “storms” included major wars, revolutions,
treason, exile, espionage, death sentences, poisonings, and a family whose
members suffered death, imprisonment, and mental and physical breakdowns.
Professor Tomas G. Masaryk experienced all of this, and more.

A Charles University philosophy professor with four children, an American
wife, and an impressive c.v.when the Great War broke out in 1914, Masaryk grew
increasingly angry when his former students began dying for an Austro-Hungarian
regime that saw them as second-class subjects. He feared the Habsburg
dynasty and its minions would become even more arrogant and powerful
if Austria-Hungary won this war alongside its partner, Imperial Germany.1

And now 64 years old, and having spent thirty-two of those years as a
tireless advocate for his Czechs and Slovaks, he had begun to despair that
Vienna would ever grant them a status equal to that of the dominant
Austrians and Hungarians. So, he concluded, the Austro-Hungarian Empire
must be destroyed.
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1In 1914, Austria-Hungary occupied present-day Austria, Hungary, Czechia, Slovakia, Croatia, Slovenia,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, northern Italy, southern Poland, and the western regions of Ukraine and Romania. It
entered the Great War as a great power, the second largest in size and third largest in population. It disappeared
in 1918.
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Masarykwas already widely known, widely respected, and widely despised for
his activism, and he had twice served in the Austrian parliament. But no one could
have foreseen that this aging by-product of the Victorian Era—bespectacled, with
high starched collars framing an unruly Van Dyke beard—would become an
international fugitive once he departed Prague for exile in 1914, leading a
massive anti-government conspiracy, living from suitcases, hiding from spies
and assassins, sentenced in absentia to hang, keeping a loaded revolver at
hand, and using aliases, forged passports, and secret messages to operate a
global intelligence network. He was poisoned twice and tormented by the
death of a son from typhus, the imprisonment of a daughter, the threatened
execution of another son in the Austro-Hungarian army, and his wife’s
emotional and physical breakdown.

The upside? The creation of a democratic republic, Czecho-Slovakia, where
100 years agoMasaryk embarked on his first full year as president.2 Isaiah Berlin
once characterized Winston S. Churchill as “the largest human being of our
time.”3 The shadow cast by Masaryk’s life, as measured by lasting political
influence at home, wartime leadership, original thinking, literary output, personal
courage, and the international scope and historic importance of their actions,
seems comparable to Churchill’s. He not only led a country at war, like Churchill,
he almost single-handedly created that country. While Churchill inherited a
thoroughly demoralized army in 1940, Masaryk was forced in 1918 to create
his army—from among POWs in Siberia. In keeping with this theme of
disadvantage, Churchill’s father was a former Chancellor of the Exchequer,
while Masaryk’s father was an illiterate Slovak coachman, a virtual serf, on
the estates of Habsburg Emperor Franz Joseph I. And, yes, Churchill mixed
politics with writing, but Masaryk had for thirty-two years a full-time second
career as a prolific scholar and busy professor.

With a life difficult to summarize, I focus here on how Masaryk’s work as a
scholar and teacher helped him to create a Western-oriented, non-Marxist,
democratic republic in Central Europe, which remained the only democracy
east of the Elbe into the 1930s. While Masaryk was known as a philosopher, his
real pedagogic passion was to educate his Czechs and Slovaks in almost every
subject under the sun. Shedding their second-class status required they become
educated, without which they would not be able to exercise sovereign control of

2The “Czechoslovak” spelling was an artful creation of the Czechs who dominated the first republic, founded in
1918 amidst broken promises for autonomy for the Slovaks. Originally, the hyphen was used by Czecho-Slovakia’s
first president, Tomas G. Masaryk; by his “Czecho-Slovak National Council” in Paris; by U.S. President Woodrow
Wilson; and in many of the documents that circulated at the Paris peace talks. It was Prague’s subsequent desire to
promote the fiction of a single “Czechoslovak” people that led the government in Prague to drop the hyphen.
3Isaiah Berlin, “Mr. Churchill,” The Atlantic (September 1949).
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their lives. At the time, this was an ambitious goal. The “last remnants of feudal
servitude”were not lifted in the Austrian half of the realm until the revolutionary
year of 1848, after all, just two years before Masaryk was born. Before 1860,
widespread literacy existed only in and around Vienna. By 1914 about 90
percent of school-age children were getting some formal education but, historian
Arthur J. May says, “Schools were designed to send forth obedient subjects, not
critically minded citizens.” In 1900, more than half of Vienna’s subjects still
labored on farms or in forests, tethered to the habits of tradition and the demands
of necessity. “Ignorance, stupidity, and habit,”May says, made them “extremely
conservative, cautious, and mistrustful.” And the established Catholic Church
exercised enormous influence. “For the typical peasant, the voice of the priest was
the voice of the Almighty,” May explains, quoting a French scholar, Arthur
Chervin, who in 1915 observed, “The Catholic Church of Austria is less a state
church than an ecclesiastical state bureau, working like the army, the bureaucracy,
and the police in the interests of the government.”4

Masaryk came into such a world on March 7, 1850, near the border of
Moravia—which alongside Bohemia and Silesia comprised the “Czech
lands”—and Slovakia, the invisible, unincorporated northwest corner of
the Kingdom of Hungary, where Slovaks labored in obscurity as farmers
or shepherds. Czechs and Slovaks lived under segregated Austrian and
Hungarian tyrannies; the 1867 accord that governed Austria-Hungary allowed
Hungary to abuse or ignore its Slovak minority as it saw fit. It was thus unlikely,
yet fortuitous, that the chief advocate of their independence was Czech and
Slovak.

That this lifelong educator was educated at all was due to his mother, Theresa,
a Czech-Moravian who worked as a domestic servant on the same estates as her
Slovak husband, Josef. Unlike Josef, Theresa was literate in the only language
that mattered, German, which became Tomas’s first language. This would open
doors for Tomas to European culture, and a more cosmopolitan life, in ways that
Czech and Slovak could not.

Devouring books from an early age, his formal education did not start until
age 11, and only after Josef secured permission from his superiors to educate the
child.5 This two year program was followed, at age 15, with enrollment in a
German secondary school in Brno, Moravia. Tomas mastered Latin, Greek,
Czech, French, Russian, Polish, Arabic, and English, and along the way, a
Slovak priest inculcated in Tomas his first taste of nationalism; his father’s

4Arthur J. May, The Hapsburg Monarchy: 1867-1914 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1960), 27,
165, 171, 172, 187, and 190.
5Karel Capek, Talks with T.G. Masaryk, trans. Michael Henry Heim (North Haven, CT: Catbird Press, 1995), 32.
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“downtrodden” status led him to hate “our masters.” As a student at the
University of Vienna, where the Austrian students included future government
ministers, Masaryk became increasingly aware of Czech-German hostilities,
throwing himself into the study of philosophy. Perhaps unsurprisingly, he
favored Plato, advocate for the rule of philosopher-kings. Awarded his doctorate
in March 1876, he published his first article in April, in theMoravian Eagle. A
hint of things to come, Masaryk’s article, which was directed at the Czech
deputies in parliament, declared: “In political science, the foremost principle is
to act.”

The following summer, in Leipzig, Germany, Masaryk met the American he
would marry, Charlotte Garrigue, whose maiden name Tomas adopted as his
middle name. A highly unusual thing to do in 1877, this name change reflected
Masaryk’s propensity to act on his ideals and principles, no matter what others
thought. Charlotte was easily his intellectual equal; she translated John Stuart
Mill’s essay The Subjection of Women into Czech, and she reviewed all of
Tomas’s many manuscripts. The couple settled in Vienna, whereMasaryk found
work as a lecturer at the University of Vienna.

Oddly enough, the future Czech leader was a total stranger to Prague until the
age of 32. In response to Czech demands for learning in their own
language—street battles between Czechs and Germans over the issue were
common—the regime split Charles University into Czech and German halves,
and Masaryk was hired in 1882. From this perch, he would liberate two
entire peoples. In the nominating papers submitted to Franz Joseph I—a
micro-managing emperor—Education Minister Freiherr von Eyberfeld
assured his sovereign: “Masaryk, to judge by his disposition, will form
a moderating element among the Czech professors,” marking the minister
as a poor judge of character.

Indeed, in every endeavor outside of his home, Masaryk was disruptive.
He cultivated a friendly approach to his students, who knew only the strict
“Austrian style” of professors who spoke down to them and expected silent
obedience. Masaryk encouraged them to ask questions, debate him, and join him
for leisurely walks or chats in his home. He discussed subjects never mentioned in
polite society, such as suicide, prostitution, alcoholism, masturbation, premarital
sex, out-of-wedlock births, and divorce. Despite his opposition to these behaviors,
he was fiercely attacked and nearly fired for raising them with students. That he
treated his students this way astounded them and endeared many to him. In time,
they would come to his aid.

His students included Serbs, Croats, and Slovaks, as well as Czechs,
and he became a moral and intellectual example to young Slavs
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throughout Austria-Hungary. His Slovak students, especially, were inspired by
him to create in 1896 a “Czecho-Slovak Society,” and a periodical,Hlas (Voice),
to work for the national unification of the Czechs and Slovaks.6 These Slovaks
would become some of his strongest supporters—and Prague’s official
agents—when the Czechs absorbed the Slovaks into their republic in 1918.

Many of his students became active in parallel national movements.
Understanding that Paris and London would not agree to liberate Austria’s
ethnic minorities unless many of them demanded it, Masaryk cultivated key
Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes. This strategic relationship created a unified
front of oppressed Habsburg minorities and led to the creation of two
entirely new countries in 1918, Czecho-Slovakia and Yugoslavia. And this
entire effort was eased by Masaryk’s former students. A few years before, in
1909, a German-Austrian writer, Hermann Bahr, visited Austro-Hungarian
Dalmatia, curious about the reconciliation four years earlier between the
rival Serbs and Croats. Bahr wrote, “It is remarkable that, when one enquires
into this reconciliation and looks for the intermediaries who brought it
about, one comes across, almost invariably, a pupil of Masaryk. It is nearly
always somebody who as a young man, once went to Prague, sat in his
classroom and, awakened by him, returned home to proclaim the gospel of
concord.”7

Two former students, in particular, became key associates in exile. The
pair—Edvard Benes, a Czech, and Milan R. Stefanik, a Slovak—would also
become founding members ofMasaryk’s government-in-exile, the Czecho-Slovak
National Council in Paris.While Stefanik died onMay 4, 1919, in a plane crash on
his return to the new republic to serve as Minister of War, Benes labored on under
President Masaryk as his Foreign Minister from 1918 until Benes’s election to
succeed Masaryk in 1935.

Masaryk’s profession also led him to a network of influential scholars and
writers in key Allied countries—France, Great Britain, Russia, and the United
States—who became very helpful to the independence movement. British
journalists R.W. Seton-Watson and H. Wickham Steed first glimpsed Masaryk
as correspondents in Vienna, where they saw him in parliament.8 In 1913, Steed
moved to London to become foreign editor of The Times, which began to
criticize the Habsburg regime and support the Czechs and Slovaks. Seton-Hall

6C.A. Macartney, The Habsburg Empire, 1790-1918 (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1969), 733-734.
7Wickham Steed, “Tomas Garrigue Masaryk: The Man and the Teacher,” The Slavonic Review, 8, no. 24
(March 1930): 470.
8HenryWickhamSteed, Through Thirty Years, 1892-1922: A Personal Narrative (NewYork: Doubleday, Page
& Company, 1924), 42-46.
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became an advisor to the British Foreign Ministry.9 In October 1916, he
launched a weekly journal, The New Europe, which advocated the
destruction of Austria-Hungary and the liberation of its peoples. Helpful
to Masaryk in Russia was historian (and politician) Pavel N. Milyukov, a
critic of the Tsar who after the February revolution briefly served as
Foreign Minister in the Provisional Government. Others included
France’s leading scholar of Bohemia, M. Ernest Denis, of the Sorbonne,
and an American, Robert J. Kerner, Harvard-trained and Masaryk-taught,
who later joined the small but influential group of specialists (the
“Inquiry”) advising President Wilson.

As a disruptor, Masaryk broke the monopoly of German philosophy at the
university, exposing his students to Aristotle, Alexis de Tocqueville, David
Hume, John Stuart Mill, Blaise Pascal, and Herbert Spencer. This Western
orientation was a clue to where his real loyalties lay. He made clear to his
students, a biographer noted, “his profound respect for the constitutional systems
of Great Britain and America and his deep hostility to the absolute monarchies of
Germany, Russia, and his own Austria-Hungary.”10

As a scholar, his breadth and influence were notable. Bibliographies count
more than 2,000 works either by or about Masaryk.11 Some critics say his very
broad interests, alongside his political work, left his scholarly record without
much depth. There were at least two exceptions, however: his highly regarded
studies of Russian philosophy and of Marxism, a fortuitous coincidence in the
years just prior to the Russian revolution. His two volume intellectual history of
Russia, first published in 1913 in German as Russland und Europa, was a
scholarly achievement that attracted widespread attention.12 James P. Scanlan
said, “it was the first extended account in a Western language of the history of

9Hugh and Christopher Seton-Watson, The Making of a New Europe: R.W. Seton-Watson and the Last Years of
Austria-Hungary (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1981), 111. See also R.W. Seton-Watson,Masaryk
in England (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1943).
10H. Gordon Skilling, T.G. Masaryk: Against the Current, 1882-1914 (University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania
State University Press, 1994), 19.
11Stanley B. Winters, “Introduction,” in T.G. Masaryk (1850-1937): Volume 1, Thinker and Politician, edited
by Stanley B. Winters (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1990), 5.
12Both volumes were meant to culminate with an analysis of Dostoyevsky’s works, but this was left for a third
volume, which Masaryk did not finish. The two volumes were published in English as The Spirit of Russia
(London, 1919). This English translation, with additional material by Jan Slavík, was reissued in 1955 and
again in 1967, and the 1967 edition included an incomplete third volume, also in English, The Spirit of Russia,
vol. III, edited by George Gibian and Robert Bass (New York, 1967), focused on Dostoyevsky. See “Masaryk
and the Russian Question Against the Background of German and Czech Attitudes to Russia,” by Hans
Lemberg, in T.G. Masaryk (1850-1937): Volume 1, Thinker and Politician, by Stanley B. Winters, ed. (New
York: St. Martin’s Press, 1990), 283-301; and “Masaryk as an Interpreter of Russian Philosophy,” by James P.
Scanlan, in T.G. Masaryk (1850-1937): Volume 2, Thinker and Critic, by Robert B. Pynsent, ed. (NewYork: St.
Martin’s Press, 1989), 88-101.
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Russian philosophy—an account from which generations of Western readers
have drawn their principal conceptions of Russian philosophical thought.”13

Years spent researching the subject, however, led Masaryk to break with the
Pan-Slavist dreams of his Czechs and Slovaks that Russia would liberate them;
Masaryk knew better. He could read Russian, and he read Russian literature. He
traveled to Russia several times, visiting St. Petersburg, Moscow, Kiev, and
Odessa, and had a total of three meetings with Leo Tolstoy. In 1911, he talked
several times to writer Maxim Gorky about his manuscript.

In the end, his book was critical of the Tsarist system, and that system
returned the compliment; the work was immediately banned in Russia. Once
in exile, Masaryk directed all his energies toward the West, convinced that only
France, Great Britain, and the United States would liberate his peoples. When
the Tsarist regime collapsed in 1917, Masaryk looked like a prophet, and his
Western strategy now looked smart in Prague.

Also highly critical of its subject was his two-volume analysis ofMarxism, The
Social Question: Philosophical and Sociological Foundations of Marxism.14

Published in 1898, it has been called by Roger Scruton “the first truly systematic
critique of Marxism.”15 When the Bolsheviks seized power in Russia, Masaryk
understood them more than most, which was important during his time in Russia
recruiting Czech and Slovak POWs for an army of 50,000-65,0000 men that he
offered to the Allies for use on the Western Front.16

Even more disruptive were his crusades before the war against nationalist
myth-making and entrenched anti-Semitism among his own people, both of
which he subjected to dogged research and a withering pen. In 1886, he and
another scholar published articles that exposed as forgeries two “historic”
Bohemian manuscripts that were embraced by Czech society. Reaction was
swift and ugly. One newspaper called Masaryk a “loathsome traitor” and “a
ghastly ulcer.”17 Instead of being promoted to full professor after three years, as

13“Masaryk as an Interpreter of Russian Philosophy,” by James P. Scanlan, in T.G. Masaryk (1850-1937):
Volume 2, Thinker and Critic, Robert B. Pynsent, ed. (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1989), 89.
14First published in Czech in 1898 as Otázka sociální: Základy Marxismu Sociologické a Filosofické. It
appeared in German as Die Philosophischen und Soziologischen Grundlagen des Marxismus, in Vienna in
1899. It was translated into English by Erazim V. Kohák as Masaryk on Marx (Lewisburg, PA: Bucknell
University Press, 1972).
15Roger Scruton, “Masaryk, Kant, and the Czech Experience,” in T.G. Masaryk (1850-1937): Volume 1,
Thinker and Politician, Stanley B. Winters, ed. (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1990), 44.
16The army never made it to the Western Front and instead become mired down in fighting the Soviet Red
Army in the summer of 1918, quickly seizing all of Siberia and its Trans-Siberian Railway, then becoming
pawns in the confused and ill-fated Allied Intervention. Yet their exploits received worldwide publicity,
impressed Allied leaders, and are given much credit for the Allied decision to recognize the independence of
Czecho-Slovakia.
17Paul Selver, Masaryk: A Biography (London: Michael Joseph, Ltd., 1940), 143.
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Charles University promised, he had to wait an additional twelve years for the
promotion and a significant salary increase. Former students began to obtain
faculty positions above him. The two largest Czech political parties disavowed
him, yet he did not back down.

Coming to the defense of a murder defendant earned Masaryk additional
infamy. The dead body of a 19-year-old woman found outside of a village on
March 29, 1899, launched an ugly display of anti-Semitism. Her throat had been
slashed, and her body appeared to have been moved, which may have explained
why no traces of blood were found. Yet the villagers were convinced she was
killed by a Jew who took her blood for ritual use, and suspicion quickly focused
on a Jewish drifter, Leopold Hilsner, aged 22.

Masaryk produced a flurry of reports critical of anti-Semitism and its
superstitious “ritual murder” theory. While Hilsner was found guilty of
murder, Masaryk’s actions were credited with turning a death sentence into
life imprisonment. 18 The anti-Semites reacted with fury, calling him “a
hireling of the Jews.” Angry mobs emerged, with one throng of 1,200
swamping his lecture hall one morning. Their jeers, name calling, and foot
stomping drowned out Masaryk’s attempts to speak, they jostled him as he
tried to leave, and they returned again and again to protest. The University
made no attempt to restore order, nor to defend Masaryk, who was forced to
discontinue his lectures for a while.

The lack of support did not surprise him, given how his activism rankled his
peers. Going outside the halls of academe to influence public opinion, one
biographer said, “was unacceptable to many scholars.”19 Even outside the
university, he walked his own path. Resistant to political party discipline, he
created and abandoned parties, formed and severed alliances, twice served in the
Austrian parliament, but ended his service as the only elected member of a fringe
party. And that modest perch was lost in March 1914, when Emperor Franz
Joseph I adjourned the parliament and began ruling by decree.

Both the forgedmanuscripts controversy and the Hilsner affair illustrated how
Masaryk was always motivated by a devotion to truth more than to justice. He
did not begrudge the manuscripts for encouraging national pride—which he
would encourage—but for being fake. He got involved in the Hilsner case not so
much to protect a Jew from persecution, “but to defend Christians against
superstition.”20 It was Masaryk’s stubborn rationalism that made him a vocal

18Hilsner was pardoned by Emperor Karl, successor to Franz Joseph I, in the spring of 1918.
19Stanley B. Winters, “Introduction,” in T.G. Masaryk (1850-1937): Volume 1, Thinker and Politician, edited
by Stanley B. Winters (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1990), 9.
20Ibid., 17.
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skeptic of Romanticism, Pan-Slavism, and the more wild-eyed appeals to
nationalism. After he was elected president of Czecho-Slovakia and returned
from exile in 1918, “Truth Will Prevail” became the official motto of the office
of Czech president and, at least officially, it remains so.

The impediment to a wider appreciation of Masaryk, of course, was the
obliteration of his legacies as a founder of Czecho-Slovakia and its first president
(1918-1935), which were buried under Nazi occupation (1938-45) and Soviet
rule (1948-91). He died in 1937, spared the humiliation of watching London and
Paris capitulate to Hitler’s territorial demands on Czecho-Slovakia at the Munich
Conference in 1938. Yet as an opponent of an empire ruled by a dynasty, an
established church, and an aristocracy—much like the empire America’s
Founding Fathers opposed—his experience remains relevant.

His republic failed to fully assimilate its two million Slovaks, could not appease
its three million “Sudeten” Germans, and did not solve its chief strategic
problem—vulnerability to Russia and Germany, both of which conquered his
republic, one after the other. Yet today, Czechs and Slovaks live in peace under
NATO’s umbrella, enjoy rising levels of prosperity, and are served by governments
they are free to criticize or to change.

The professor would be proud—and critical. Complacency eluded him.
What, in the end, can one conclude about such a life? That Masaryk never threw
in the towel. Throughout his adulthood, to paraphrase Lionel Trilling, Masaryk
occupied “the dark and bloody crossroads where philosophy and politics meet.”
Indeed, he thrived there and left his corner of the crossroads a better place than
when he found it.21

21Lionel Trilling, “Reality in America,” in The Liberal Imagination: Essays on Literature and Society (New
York: Viking Press, 1950), 11. Trilling’s original quote referenced “literature and politics.”
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